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My website is a portfolio site and gallery of all types of multi-media work! I have a very simple
layout and give plenty of negative space so the images are not competing with other elements
and so the page isn't overly cluttered. I came across many problems while working on this
website. As, my images were way to large in size, elements weren’t lining up properly, the
website domain at first wasn’t connected properly to what i had made, my image gallery wasn’t
functioning as it show with alignment, my header logo wasn’t changing as the rest of the nav
elements, pages trying to get it to function in different window sizes, and rollover wasn’t
working when attempted at first.
Although, despite all these problems they have been resolved for the most part and I can
happily say I was able to achieve the solutions by myself and with the extended time was able
to make sense of my html and css. After, properly getting a handle on media queries I was able
to have adaptable screen widths with changing elements. Also, I checked my website in other
platforms such as safari, google chrome, and fire fox. The website functions on all website but
was created primary on safari, thus it has the most precise design overall.
Finally, just as a side note you might notice that there is kind of an “improper” html code with
the “<div class=“blue.” I used this so I could have a stable header that wouldn't move. As when
I tried to put the navigation background adjusting the background size was very frustrating and
would either not reach the entire length of the size or if length increase would pugh nav list
items off screen. Therefore, there will be css and html technical errors but when I validated my
website previous to the navigation changes it was close to perfect regarding css and little
errors for the html pages.
All, in all, thanks again so greatly for the extension on submission and definitely learned a lot in
organizing everything and making multiple html pages is a good solution instead a more
complicated gallery! Plus, all the artwork, imagery, text, was created by myself. And for things
to consider while marking know that coding is not my strong suit and it takes a lot longer to
wrap my head around problems that arise and how to properly fix them. So, all in all I would
give my website a 75% as I could have embellished it more for the experience and made it
more useful for users.

